# TENTATIVE Three-Quarter Course Schedule 2022-23*

(revised 9/20/2022)

## FALL 2022

- **205A MURP Comprehensive Exam:** Applied Planning Research Project I (Commins)
- **M201 Theories in Architecture:** (Osman, M.)
- **M208A Introduction to Luskin PhD Research:** (Manville) PHD STUDENTS ONLY
- **M208B Advanced Research Design:** (Manville)
- **220A Quantitative Analysis in Urban Planning I:** (Rosalles)
- **219 Community Engaged Planning and Design for a More Just Public Realm:** (Odbert)
- **222A Introduction to History & Theory of Planning:** (Vestal)
- **228-1 Visual Communications:** (first five weeks) (Epley/Nixon)
- **228-2 Visual Communications:** (second five weeks) (Epley/Nixon)
- **229 Zoning for Equity:** (Monkkonen)
- **239 Methods in Regional Economic Development:** (France)
- **249 Just Transport and Inclusive Economies:** Land Use and Financing Strategies to Create Equitable Transit-Oriented Communities (France)
- **M250 Transportation and Land Use:** Urban Form (Ewing)
- **M253 Travel Behavior Analysis:** (Bills)
- **260A Environmental Assessment and Design:** (TBD)
- **271A Community Economic Development:** (Tilly)
- **280 Affordable Housing Development:** (Horsford)
- **281 Introduction to History of Built Environment in U.S.:** (Leclerc)
- **297F Career Planning and Management:** (Stephens)
- **297 Planning Abolitionist Futures:** (Vestal)

## WINTER 2023

- **202A Land Use Law:** (Zaslov) (MUST ENROLL IN SPRING COURSE AS WELL)
- **203B Housing Segregation:** (Sander) (MUST ENROLL IN SPRING COURSE AS WELL)
- **206 Introduction to Geographic Information Systems:** (TBD)
- **207 Applied Microeconomics for Urban Planning:** (Millard-Ball)
- **211 Law & the Quality of Urban Life:** (Knox)
- **213 Urban Data Science:** (Millard-Ball)
- **217B-1 Community Collaborative:** (Roy)
- **217B-2 Comp Project:** (Pierce)
- **219-1 The Informal American City:** (Mukhija)
- **219-2 Gender, Sexuality, & the City:** (Hunter)
- **219-3 Latino Urban Issues:** (Loya)
- **222B Advanced Planning Theory:** Production of Space (Storper) PHD STUDENTS ONLY
- **223 Critical Race Studies:** (Flores)
- **225 Planning in Black Communities:** (Vestal)
- **M236A Regional Economic Development:** (Storper)
- **237A Sectoral Analysis:** (McBride)
- **239 Urban Politics in Global South:** (Herrera)
- **M240A Local Government Law:** (Cummings) (MUST ENROLL IN SPRING COURSE AS WELL)
- **252 Transportation & Design Studio:** (Srivastava)
- **254 Bicycle & Pedestrian Planning:** (Campbell)
- **264A Environmental Law:** (Horowitz) (MUST ENROLL IN SPRING COURSE AS WELL)
- **M265 Environmentalisms:** (Turner)
- **M266V Introduction to Market-Rate Real Estate Development Studio:** (Shum)
- **274 Introduction to Physical Planning:** (Mukhija)
- **278 Work and Policy:** (Tilly)
- **M291 Sustainable Architecture:** (Wells)

## SPRING 2023

- **202B Land Use Law:** (Zaslov) (MUST ENROLL IN SPRING COURSE AS WELL)
- **203B Housing Segregation:** (Sander) (MUST ENROLL IN SPRING COURSE AS WELL)
- **206 Introduction to Geographic Information Systems:** (TBD)
- **207 Applied Microeconomics for Urban Planning:** (Millard-Ball)
- **211 Law & the Quality of Urban Life:** (Knox)
- **213 Urban Data Science:** (Millard-Ball)
- **217B-1 Community Collaborative:** (Roy)
- **217B-2 Comp Project:** (Pierce)
- **219-1 The Informal American City:** (Mukhija)
- **219-2 Gender, Sexuality, & the City:** (Hunter)
- **219-3 Latino Urban Issues:** (Loya)
- **222B Advanced Planning Theory:** Production of Space (Storper) PHD STUDENTS ONLY
- **223 Critical Race Studies:** (Flores)
- **225 Planning in Black Communities:** (Vestal)
- **M236A Regional Economic Development:** (Storper)
- **237A Sectoral Analysis:** (McBride)
- **239 Urban Politics in Global South:** (Herrera)
- **M240A Local Government Law:** (Cummings) (MUST ENROLL IN SPRING COURSE AS WELL)
- **242 Race, Poverty, & Inequality:** (Lans)
- **252 Transportation & Design Studio:** (Srivastava)
- **254 Bicycle & Pedestrian Planning:** (Campbell)
- **264A Environmental Law:** (Horowitz) (MUST ENROLL IN SPRING COURSE AS WELL)
- **M265 Environmentalisms:** (Turner)
- **M266V Introduction to Market-Rate Real Estate Development Studio:** (Shum)
- **274 Introduction to Physical Planning:** (Mukhija)
- **278 Work and Policy:** (Tilly)
- **M296 Housing Policy & Planning:** (Monkkonen)